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BUSINESS PROJECT PRESENTATION IN OFFICES

Seller Info

UNIVERSE TRAVEL & BUSINESS

Universe Travel & Business

Universe Travel

The marketing company Universe Travel was established in

October 2017. We are developing the international tourism

business platform ITBP - Integrate Travel Business Platform

with the help of specially developed marketing in the unique

business project "Earn and Travel." We have combined the most

advanced ideas of the tourism industry and marketing to create a

new generation business model, where all participants are one

big mutually beneficial team. Everyone, without exception, who

wants to change their life and the lives of many other people for

a better happy future, can participate in this project. This project

will help millions of people earn money and achieve complete

financial freedom and prosperity. This project gives unlimited

opportunities to all participants, from simple advertising agents

to large travel suppliers, agencies and tour operators,

entrepreneurs and investors. Join and you! Let's make the world

more beautiful together, and life is better!

UNIVERSE

TRAVEL & BUSINESS

Oct 15, 2017

+1 (305) 924-0443

+1 (347) 217-7878

+1 (347) 217-7878

ru/

United States

Florida

Miami Beach

17395 N Bay Rd,

33160

 ZELLE

Listing details

Common

DESCRIPTION: At our presentation, we will talk about the international tourism business

project "EARN AND TRAVEL"

We will answer your questions and tell you the main topics of business

interest:
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1. Who can become a participant in a business project?

2. Who are Agents, Clients and Travel Service Suppliers?

3. How can you have additional income in your spare time?

4. How can you build a business with an income of at least $ 75,000 per

year? $ 6000 per month

5. How does the affiliate program work?

6. How to build a career?

7. How to start a business?

At our presentations you will be able to see other participants of the business

project, chat and get acquainted during a light buffet after the presentation.

All new guests at the presentation receive tickets to participate in the free

lottery - the Prize may be a free cruise or tour or tickets to Orlando parks and

tp. The lottery is held in the presence of the guests once a month, subject to the

participation of at least 50 people.

The lottery does not carry a commercial basis, it is free of charge and is made

only for the purpose of advertising the project and presentations and only at the

expense of the company.

Posted: Aug 04, 2018

Location

Country: United States

Region: Florida

States: Florida

Departure city: Sunny Isles Beach

calendar
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